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Abstract—Automatic analysis of the video is one of most
complex problems in the fields of computer vision and machine
learning. A significant part of this research deals with (human)
activity recognition (HAR) since humans, and the activities that
they perform, generate most of the video semantics. Video-based
HAR has applications in various domains, but one of the most
important and challenging is HAR in sports videos. Some of the
major issues include high inter- and intra-class variations, large
class imbalance, the presence of both group actions and single
player actions, and recognizing simultaneous actions, i.e., the
multi-label learning problem. Keeping in mind these challenges
and the recent success of CNNs in solving various computer vision
problems, in this work, we implement a 3D CNN based multi-
label deep HAR system for multi-label class-imbalanced action
recognition in hockey videos. We test our system for two different
scenarios: an ensemble of k binary networks vs. a single k-output
network, on a publicly available dataset. We also compare our
results with the system that was originally designed for the chosen
dataset. Experimental results show that the proposed approach
performs better than the existing solution.

Index Terms—Action Recognition, Deep Learning, Convolu-
tional Neural Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic recognition of human activities is an exciting
and challenging research area and it can has applications in
fields, such as robotics [1], healthcare [2], [3], sport analytics
[4], and security etc. G. Johansson [5] pioneered this area
by developing the first method for modeling and analysis of
human locomotion in visual data. Since then a significant
amount of work has been done in this regard [6].

Variations in motion or movement patterns may result
because the same activity may be performed differently by
different individuals as well as by the same person [7], [8].
There are many reasons for this. For example, stress, time of
the day, health and emotional states. From machine learning
point of view, it is called high intraclass variability or variance
problem.

On the other hand, there is interclass similarity; it is the case
when two or more different classes have similar characteristics,
but they are fundamentally different. Good and straightforward
examples of this case are activities like walking and running
(jogging). They have a higher visual similarity, but they are
definitely from different action categories.

The class imbalance is the case when the classes are not
represented equally. This could lead to a problem since many
machine learning approaches (especially complex algorithms
like neural networks) work well only if the number of obser-
vations for all classes are roughly equal. There are a number
of methods in machine learning literature that can be used
to handle this problem. For example, balancing the training
data by means of oversampling or under-sampling, and class
weight adjustment [9].

Furthermore, in real-life, it is common to have situations
when at any given moment more than one action may happen.
It happens because in the case of videos often multiple persons
are present, and they may simultaneously interact with each
other or with different objects. From machine learning point
of view, it means that an observation may belong to multiple
classes. Therefore, human action recognition problem may
lead to the multi-label learning problem. Multi-label learning
is a generalization of supervised learning with the assumption
that observed instances can belong to more than one class
simultaneously. As a large field of research, it has its own
issues and associated methods. For example, it can require
special loss functions or algorithms to work in k-output mode.
More details can be found in [10].

Last but not the least, the domain of the chosen activities,
such as home activities or sports activities, can further add
to the complexity of the recognition task. In the previous
paragraphs, we discussed the class imbalance and multi-label
learning problems. In the case of sports action recognition
from video, they are both strongly present. For example, in
many active team sports, such as hockey or soccer, Goal is a
very rare action compared to Running. Therefore, even if we
have many hours of video data it is difficult to collect enough
samples of the Goal class. On the other hand, in team sports,
players may perform different actions at the same time.

We chose neural networks, especially deep networks, for
building our recognition system, since they offer real advan-
tages. Firstly, deep learning and convolution neural networks
(CNNs) have recently shown excellent performance in differ-
ent complicated visual tasks. Examples of such visual tasks
include but are not limited to image recognition [11], object
detection and recognition [12], object tracking [13] etc.
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Next, with convolution-based feature extraction, we can
learn not only the classification models but also the class
representations [14]. By learning representations, we mean
learning a set of abstract features that can efficiently represent
each class. In general, if we have a better representation of
some data, especially visual, we can do a better learning for
related or similar tasks using these representations.

We implement, test and compare two deep approaches for
multi-label activity learning having class imbalance problem
in hockey videos. The two approaches are: (i) An ensemble
of k binary networks, and (ii) A single multi-label k-output
network. Also, we compare the results with a state-of-the-art
existing solution [15].

We make 3D CNN our baseline and provide F1 measure
scores for a publicity available dataset [15]. We do it for 11
activities, instead of just three activities as was done in the
previous work [15]. It will be useful for any researcher who
is working on the same or similar problems. We believe that
there are lots of areas where this dataset, with provided F1
baseline scores, will be helpful.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Traditional Approaches

Most of the existing works on action recognition in sports
video are based on traditional machine learning and computer
vision methods. For example, [16] proposed a method for
learning and recognizing activities in a volleyball game. The
authors concentrated on single player activity recognition and
got 77.8 % recognition accuracy. Their main idea was to
build a context descriptors based on Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HOG), and Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF)
features and employ Support Vector Machines (SVM) and
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) as classifiers, for seven
classes in six video in public datasets.

In [17], Tora et al. proposed a puck possession action recog-
nition method of the hockey game. Their approach was based
on aggregation of individual and context information with pre-
trained CNN and further LSTM training. The system was
evaluated using a dataset,which was obtained from SportLogiq
and consisted of up to 5 events , and an average recognition
accuracy of up to 49.2% was achieved.

For action recognition of the hockey game, Carbonneau
et al. [15] presented a solution for play-break detection us-
ing STIP [18] detectors and SVMs. Although their system
achieved a good performance, up to 90 % recognition accu-
racy, their analysis was limited to only three activities. There
are no baseline recognition scores for nine other action classes
that are present in their dataset.

B. Deep Approaches

Nowadays deep learning has shown excellent performance,
especially in visual tasks, such as object recognition ( [12],
image classification [19], and sports action recognition. For
example, [20] presents a CNN and Long Short-term Memory
(LSTM) based architecture for learning hierarchical group
activities in volleyball video dataset, which was collected

from YouTube. The key idea in their work was to use fine-
tuned AlexNet features (fc7 layer) as input to a two-staged
LSTM classifier for person and group activity recognition. The
approach yielded a recognition accuracy of 63 - 86% for six
activities.

In [21], Karpathy et al. presented a Sport-M1 dataset
collected by Standford Vision Lab, and multi-resolution CNN
architecture that achieved 41.3 - 64.1% average accuracy.
The dataset was about various sports, and consisted of 487
activities.

Recently, Kay et al. from Google DeepMind team presented
the Kinetics [22] dataset. It is a large-scale publicly available
Youtube-based dataset that includes various sets of human ac-
tives, approximately over 400 activities within 300,000 videos.
In their work three deep baseline approaches were presented,
including 3D CNN, 2-stream CNN (with RGB and optical
flow inputs), and CNN+LSTM models with performance in
the range of 56 - 79 % on the presented new dataset.

III. METHODOLOGY

Let us first define the multi-label learning problem in the
context of action recognition in hockey videos. Let D =

{(xi, yi)|1 ≤ i ≤ m} be the multi-label training data. For the
i-th multi-label instance (xi, yi), xi is a d-dimensional feature
vector (xi1, xi2, ..., xid) of real values, and yi is the associated
k-dimensional label vector (yi1, yi2, ..., yik) of binary values
for k possible classes (actions). For an unseen instance x, the
classifier h(.) predicts (y1, y2, ..., yk) as a vector of labels for
x.

One way to automatically extract features from video data
is to apply CNNs, with typical convolution and pooling layers.
In our work, we use 3D convolution and 3D pooling, which
is a generalization of CNN operations, to perform feature
extraction not only from a single image but also from a slice
of frames

As for how all of this is implemented as an end-to-end
system, we implement and test two different strategies. First is
an ensemble of k independent single-label learning networks.
It is a simple general idea for multi-label learning, where we
split k multi-label problem into k binary learning problems,
training and evaluating k classifiers independently for each
of the k classes. In literature, this method often is called
binary relevance [10]. To get multi-label prediction we just
concatenate individual predictions into one vector. The second
is a single multi-label k-output network.

We provide a graphical illustration of how the whole system
is implemented and evaluated in Fig. 1.

A. Data Preprocessing

1) Resizing: Main reason for resizing is the hardware
limitations, since even a small batch of video data may require
a lot of memory for processing. We resize each frame of a
video. We found empirically that resizing by four times is
optimal for our case.

Data normalization. This is a necessary step in neural
network training since without normalization the loss gradient
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Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of the research methodology that we followed
in this work.

values could go unproportionate and could negatively affect
the training process. In this work we perform standard nor-
malization.

Windowing. This means splitting the data, both the instances
and their associated labels, into fixed-size units/sequences. We
use overlapping sliding window protocol with a window size
of 15, and an overlap of five frames. Doing so helps us in
producing more samples.

Sequence Labeling. Each sequence of frames, produced in
the previous step, must be associated with a single label vector.
We apply the majority rule over each element of the associated
15 label vectors (for 15 frames) to produce the final label
vector.

Training-test Splitting. After the data preprocessing, we
divide the entire data into two parts: training and test datasets,
using a 70:30 split. Using the same split, we further divide
the training data into training and validation datasets, which
are used for training the models and selecting the appropriate
values of the hyper-parameters. The test dataset is used in the
end to evaluate the learned models.

Handling of Unbalanced data. By this, we mean handling
the class imbalance problem. In the case of the ensemble
of k binary networks, we apply a simple technique called
oversampling [23]. In this approach, when training each of
the k networks, we achieve balance by randomly adding
copies of instances of the under-represented class. However,
oversampling is not an optimal method to use for solving the
class imbalance problem in the case of single multi-label k-
output network. The reason: an instance, in this case, may be
associated with multiple labels, and randomly adding copies
of such instances may affect the correlation among different
labels. Therefore, for this case, we implement the following
two-staged approach based on the concepts that are described
in [10].

At the first stage, we use a technique called class weight
adjustment, where the weight of a class is determined as

wi = log(µ m
mi
) (1)

where wi is the weight of the i-th class, m is the total number
of instances in the training dataset, mi is the number of
instances that are associated with the i-th class, and µ is some
constant in the range of 0 · · · 1. In our case, we set its value to
0.7, which is found empirically. It should also be noted that if
(1) returns a weight that is less than one, its value is set back
to one. Thus the minimum possible weight of a class is one.

At the second stage, we perform threshold softening for
under-represented classes. By threshold, we mean the value
against which the real-valued model output is going to be
calibrated. To do this, we perform an initial training of the
model using the calculated class weights, and a k-dimensional
threshold vector whose elements are assigned to the default
threshold α = 0.5. After the initial training, the model is tested
on the validation dataset to obtain the confidence scores (real-
valued model output) for each class over all instances. The
new threshold for the i-th class is then computed as

thi = α
1
wi

ci (2)

where thi is the new threshold, α is the default threshold, wi

is the class weight, and ci is the maximum confidence score
obtained for the class over all instances during the validation
step.

To conclude, in the case of single multi-label k-output
network, class imbalance problem is resolved by assigning
higher class weights to under-represented classes and using
softer thresholds for the same.

B. Network structure and Training Settings

Our network is inspired by classical CNN architectures
like ALEXNET [19] and VGG [11], which generally contain
sequence of well know nonlinear operations like convolution,
pooling, and single non-linearities like rectified linear units
activations [24]. As it is shown in [25] that such approaches
could be generalized to a three-dimensional case to build
representational vectors of local movements in videos.

The network structure is summarized in Fig. 2. It is impor-
tant to mention that this structure is chosen using a series of
incremental experiments on training and validation data for the
Play class from the chosen dataset, which will be explained
in the next section, in a one-against-all setting. During this
search, we always balance between the performance and the
number of parameters. Once found and validated for the Play
class, we fix this structure as the basis for all other cases.
It should also be noted that for training our models, we use
binary cross-entropy as the loss function.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Dataset

The dataset that is used in this work was presented in [15].
The paper presented a two-staged hierarchical method, based
on classical computer vision, for play-break detection in non-
edited hockey videos. The dataset consists of 36 gray scale
videos having a 480 × 270 pixels resolution captured at 30
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TABLE I
F1 SCORES FOR EVERY ACTION. ENSEMBLE MODEL (EM), SINGLE

MULTI-LABEL k-OUTPUT MODEL (SMKO)

Event EM SMKO
Celebration 0.60 0.62
Checking 0.20 0.38

End of period 0.90 0.98
Fight 0.74 0.85
Goal 0.38 0.38

Penalty 0.54 0.79
Shot 0.46 0.30
Save 0.60 0.46

Line change 0.68 0.78
Face off 0.78 0.86

Play 0.93 0.95
Average F1 0.62 0.67

frames per second. Alls videos were recorded using a static
camera.

There are 12 types of events in this dataset. Full list of
events. Detailed explanation can be found in the original paper
[15]. Every frame of a video is labeled with a binary string.
For example, a frame having a label of 00000000101 means
that this frame is associated with classes Shot and Play.

B. Metrics

We choose F1 score as the evaluation metric for our exper-
iments, since F1 score is one of the recommended metrics to
be used in the case of unbalanced data [10]. We can define F1
score as:

F1 =
2PR

P + R
(3)

where R = Tp

Tp+Fn
is the recall, P = Tp

Tp+Fp
is the precision, Tp

mean true positives, Fp means false positives, and Fn means
false negatives.

C. Experiments

To evaluate our work, we perform a series of experiments,
which is as follows.

1) Ensemble Model vs. Single Multi-label k-output Model:
The purpose of this experiment is to understand which model
works better. For this, we take the basic structure, which we
have described previously, and apply it to both strategies. The
results of this experiment for all activities are summarized in
second and third columns of Table I, respectively.

2) Comparison with Original work: The purpose of this
experiment is to compare our deep learning approach for
action recognition of the hockey game with the original work
on the chosen dataset [15]. The results of this experiment for
the three activities (as was done in [15]) are summarized in
Table II.

TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH ORIGINAL WORK [15] IN TERMS OF F1 SCORE.

ENSEMBLE MODEL (EM), SINGLE MULTI-LABEL k-OUTPUT MODEL
(SMKO)

Event Original paper EM SMKO
Line change 0.52 0.68 0.78

Face-off 0.36 0.78 0.86
Play 0.86 0.93 0.95

Evaluating the Use of Data Normalization.The purpose of
this experiment is to evaluate our claim data normalization
is important for achieving high recognition accuracy. To per-
form this experiment, we use only the single multi-label k-
output model, as it provided the best results in the previous
experiments. We remove the data normalization component
and repeat the same settings as in the first experiment. The
results for all activities are summarized in column (B) of Table
III.

Evaluating the Use of Class Weights Adjustment.The pur-
pose of this experiment is to evaluate our claim that handling
the data unbalancing problem is important for achieving high
recognition accuracy. We repeat the same settings as in the
fourth experiment, but this time we do the data preprocessing
and remove the class weights adjustment part instead. The
results for all activities are summarized in column (A) of Table
III.

Evaluating the Use Threshold Softening. The purpose of this
experiment is to evaluate our claim that threshold softening
is important for achieving high recognition accuracy. We
repeat the experiment, keeping everything except the threshold
softening part of the system and use a constant threshold,
instead. The results are summarized in column (C) of Table
III.

Evaluating the Use of All. The purpose of this experiment
is to study how the system would perform if we removed all
of the above components. We repeat the experiment, but we
do not perform any data normalization, weights adjustment



TABLE III
F1 SCORES FOR EVERY ACTION CATEGORY FOR SINGLE MULTI-LABEL

k-OUTPUT MODEL (F1 SCORE OF 0.67) AFTER REMOVING: (D) WEIGHTS
ADJUSTMENT, (B) DATA NORMALIZATION, (C) THRESHOLD SOFTENING,

(D) ALL OF THE PREVIOUS STEPS

Event (A) (B) (C) (D)
Celebration 0.0 0.35 0.26 0.0
Checking 0.1 0.16 0.09 0.0

End of period 0.83 0.87 0.93 0.66
Fight 0.48 0.43 0.83 0.0
Goal 0.003 0.22 0.0 0.0

Penalty 0.6 0.33 0.63 0.0
Shot 0.12 0.07 0.03 0.0
Save 0.23 0.16 0.14 0.0

Line change 0.64 0.51 0.74 0.07
Face off 0.73 0.62 0.79 0.27

Play 0.91 0.85 0.95 0.81
Average F1 0.42 0.42 0.49 0.17

Fig. 3. Real-time Demo: Green labels are the ground truth, Red labels are
the predictions

as well as threshold softening. The results are summarized in
column (D) of Table III.

V. DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 shows visual real-time performance of our system
in four situations: end of a period, line change, face-off, and
checking-play (multi-label case).

Furthermore, based on the results of ensemble model versus
the single model, we can see that the single model approach
is better (F1 score of 0.62 vs. 0.67 on average, respectively).
Another natural advantage of using the single model is that it
can be trained k-times faster since it has the same number
of weights as one model in the ensemble of k-networks
(980,000).

If we take a look at the results of the experiments that
evaluate the importance of data normalization, class weights
adjustment and threshold softening, we may see that when
applied all together these steps increase the average F1 per-
formance significantly compared to the case where we use
none of them (0.67 vs. 0.17). Furthermore, solving the class
imbalance problem seems to have the most positive influence
on the most under-represented classes, such as Checking;
see its associated rows in Table I column SMKO and Table
III columns (A) and (C). On the other hand pre-processing

seems to be important for almost all classes, e.g., Play; see
its associated row in Table III columns (A) and (B). As for
the threshold calibration, it is also important for all cases. In
some cases, such as Celebration, it can increase individual
performance of an action by up-to 35%. However we need
to pay further attention to improving these procedures, such
as implementing new algorithms for balancing in multi-label
case or estimation of calibration thresholds in a different way,
e.g., by learning or maximizing some criteria.

According to the obtained results, presented in Table I,
it can be seen that the system performed well for actions
like Play, Face off, and End of Period, with scores of 0.78
- 0.95, However, for other actions, such as Shot, Save, and
Celebration, the performance is not in the same range, having
scores of 0.38 - 0.62.

We think that we got good results for Play, Face off, and
End of Period because we can consider these actions as group
actions - interaction among players. Thus we may conclude
that for group situations, our system is capable of learning
adequate features to achieve an optimum recognition accuracy.
Although Celebration can also be classified as a group action;
it has its own specific challenges. For humans, primary signal
of celebration is raising of the hockey sticks by players.
However, the same phenomena may confuse the model.

As for the Save, Shot, Goal and Checking, one probable
reason for low recognition accuracy could be the fact that
these events are related to the movements of specific players.
Also, for Shot and Save, the ensemble model has shown better
performance than the single model, but for other events, we
have opposite results.

It is important to mention the reason behind using the soft-
thresholding methodology in the case of single k-output model
and why it works. As it is mentioned earlier, we cannot use
oversampling for the ensemble-model as it may affect the
class distribution under multi-label settings. Therefore, to favor
the minority classes, we used class weights adjustment and
assigned higher weights to the minority classes. When we
tested our system with only class-weights implementation, we
got significantly low F1 scores. Since we have unbalanced
data, where positive classes are a minority, the reason for
having a low F1 score was the low recall. One way to avoid
this is by increasing the complexity of the model, but this
would have gone against our requirement of the real-time
working of the system. Therefore, to make the model favor
minority classes and penalize majority classes, besides using
higher weights for the former we also use softer thresholds for
them, which increases the recall scores resulting in a better F1
score.

Finally, another very important question is to understand
how different deep architectures, especially non-VGG like,
will work for the chosen problem. It may be reasonable to try
to use different combinations and variations of CNN-LSTM
[26] [27] to try to use multi-input networks to provide more
information and learn better representations.



VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present deep learning based solution
for hockey game action recognition in multi-label learning
settings having class imbalance problem. The proposed system
achieved good performance for several action categories, and
it can be adapted for real-time use, although this might require
the use of a specific hardware. As a part of our contributions,
we present baseline F1 scores for all action categories in a
publicly available hockey videos dataset. Our results are better
than the existing solution, and it can be a starting point for
further research using this dataset.
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